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ABSTRACT

A mathematically rigorous notion of supermanifold is presented and used

to develop the theory of super Riemann surfaces. Super Riemann surfaces

describe superconformal equivalence classes of supergravity geometries in two

dimensions and therefore provide a powerful formalism for studying fermionic

string theory. They also provide a convenient description of spin structures

and half-forms on ordinary Riemann surfaces. I prove the uniformizalion

theorem for super Riemann surfaces, determine the dimension and global

structure of super TeichmlHler space, and show that the super modular group

is isomorphic to the ordinary modular (mapping class) group. Quasisupercon-

formal mappings and the super Beltrami equations are briefly discussed.
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1. Introduction

The theory of Riemann surfaces (1-31 has recently become an important mathematical

tool for string theorists. Bosonic string theory generates questions concerning line bundles on

moduli space and the behavior of their sections near the boundary, determination of funda-

mental regions for the modular (mapping class) group acting on Teichmuller space, cell

decompositions of moduli space, and many others. But physicists are more interested in fer-

mionic strings and superstrings, since these theories may be finite and realistic models of par-

ticle physics [4]. Although superstrings can be studied using ordinary Riemann surfaces [5,6],

a more elegant formulation involves the notion of a "super Riemann surface" (SRS) [7-10].

In this paper I will develop the theory of super Riemann surfaces in a mathematically rigorous

way, explaining the relation between SRS's and ordinary Riemann surfaces with spin struc-

ture, and determining the dimension and global structure of super Teichmuller space. For

physicists this provides a rigorous foundation for applications of SRS's to superstrings, while

mathematicians may find new tools for the study of ordinary Riemann surfaces. Most of the

work described here was done with Louis Crane [11].

Recall the connection between closed bosonic strings and Riemann surfaces [12,13]. The

string is described by an embedding X^ia0) of its (compact) two-dimensional world sheet

with coordinates a" in Euclidean spacetime R26 with coordinates X^, and by a metric hah on

the world sheet itself. The action functional is,

S = - j J d2a V/T hah daX^L r^Xu . (1.1)

In classical mechanics the equations of motion for the string are the Euler-Lagrange equations

for extrema of S. Quantum mechanics is more interesting: here we need to compute
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functional integrals such as

Z = £ { DX Dh exp -S \X M \, (1.2)

,v

over the space of all immersions and all metrics, including a sum over the genus « of the

world sheet. The integral over X^ is Gaussian and gives

Z = £ \Dh (2JI det'Ahy
l} (J d2a VF)'\ (1.3)

.(:

where A;, is the Laplacian for the metric h, and dct' is the determinant excluding the zero

eigenvalue. To define the integral over metrics, observe that the action (1.1) has a very large

symmetry group consisting of diffeomorphisms of the world sheet as well as conformal

transformations

hab - > f i 2 hab. (1.4)

Metrics which are related by these symmetries are physically equivalent, and therefore we

should integrate over the space of equivalence classes only. But the equivalence classes of

metrics under diffeomorphisms and conformal transformations are precisely the Riemann sur-

faces, so that the integration is over the moduli space of Riemann surfaces of genus g. For

present purposes we need not continue with the definition of the integration measure [13] or

the definition of the determinant in (1.3) as a section of the determinant line bundle [14],

The fertnionic string has a similar formulation in terms of an immersion of a world sheet

equipped with a certain geometry, but the geometry in this case is that of two-dimensional

supergravity. A discussion of 2D supergravity is beyond the scope of this paper, but it is a

non-Riemannian geometry on a supermanifold ha\ ,ng two anticornmiiting dimensions in addi-

tion to two commuting ones [15,16]. The action analogous to (1.1) is invariant under

superdiffeomorphisms and superconformal transformations, and the equivalence classes of

geometries under these symmetries arc super Riemann surfaces. The functional integral will

be over a super moduli space whose structure will be determined in this paper.

The theory of SRS's, like that of Riemann surfaces, makes use of several topological

constructions including universal covering spaces, quotient spaces, and homotopy groups.

Thcretorc it requires a theory of supennanifolds which is sufficiently rigorous to give meaning

to these constructions and to ensure that they have their usual mathematical properties. My

discussion of SRS's will employ a theory of supcrmanifokls due to A. Rogers [17,IK), which

is closer to physicists' intuitive notion of superspacc than the other theories in the literature
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119,20). Rogers' theory is much more general than physical applications require, however, so

at several points in the discussion it will be necessary to restrict attention to a subset of SRS's

which are physically relevant.

In Section 2 1 define super Riemann surfaces and explain their relation to Riemann sur-

faces with spin structure. Section 3 proves the uniformization theorem which lists all simply

connected SRS's, and shows how to represent the others by Fuchsian supergroups. In Section

4 I determine the dimension and global structure of super TeichmlUler space and show that

the super modular group is isomorphic to the ordinary modular group. The case of super tori

(genus 1) is worked out explicitly. Section 5 concludes with a brief discussion of the super

Beltrami equations, and open problems.

2. Definitions

A SRS is to be a complex manifold with one commuting local coordinate z and one

anticommuting local coordinate 8. To make sense of this idea we introduce a fixed

Grassmann (exterior) algebra BL having L generators V],v9, • • • ,vL which satisfy

vtVj = -\>j-v;. General even and odd elements of this algebra have the form,

e = e,-v,- + e i y , v , v ; v , + •••, ( 2 . 1 )

where the coefficients z,. . . . t and 9,-- . . . / are ordinary complex numbers and all subscripts

are in increasing order, /</< • • • < / . The number z0 is called the body of z while z - z0 is

the soul; 9 has no body and is pure soul [211. The fact that there are 2L independent

coefficients in the expansions (2.1) suggests the following idea. Let M be an ordinary com-

plex manifold of dimension 2L. In each chart it has 2L complex coordinates, which we call

the body coordinate z0 and the soul coordinates 9,-, :,-.•, • • • . Then F.qs. (2.1) define an even

Grassmann coordinate z and an odd Grassmann coordinate 9 in each chart. Obviously this

can be done on any complex manifold M. However, we will now demand that the transition

functions have special analytic properties in terms of the Grassmann coordinates. Not every

M will admit charts with these properties; the ones that do will be SRS's.

Motivated by the properties of superfields in physics, we demand that the transition func-

tions he superanalytic, meaning that they have the form.
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z - / (z) + 6C(-7>< 9 = VU ) + e£ (z >- (2-2^

where the BL -valued component functions must have Taylor expansions in powers of the soul

of z, for example,

/ ( z ) = / ( z o ) + (z - z o ) / ' ( z o ) + • • • . ( 2 . 3 )

with / ( z 0 ) analytic. If we were discussing real raiher than complex supermanifolds, / ( z 0 )

would be required to be smooth rather than analytic, and the transition functions would be

called supersmooth or G°°. The functions / and g take even values in BL while C, and \\f take

odd values.

Eq. (2.3) is not as restrictive as one might suppose. Any "reasonable" function, such as

z2 or sin z, satisfies it because (2.3) is the only sensible way to define such functions of a

Grassmann variable. The functions which are ruled out by (2.3) are those with explicit depen-

dence on the components of z, such as (z12)2. Eq. (2.3) should be thought of as a definition

of analytic continuation of a function of z0 to a function of z. Because the series terminates,

no convergence problems arise. In the physics literature this analytic continuation is impli-

citly assumed, and no distinction is made between z and z0.

Differentiation of a superanalytic function F(z,B) = / ( z ) + 8£(z) is defined by

d2F = / ' ( z ) + 0C'(z), (2.4)

where f'(z) is defined as the Grassmann analytic continuation of / ' ( z 0 ) . There is an ambi-

guity in the definition of 3 e because F only determines C, up to addition of a multiple of
v i v 2 ' ' ' VL- T m s ambiguity can be removed by requiring the components/(ZQ) and ^(zo) °f

all superanalytic functions 'o take values in the subalgebra fiL-i obtained by deleting the gen-

erator vL [22]. Differential forms on a supermanifold can be defined as formal expressions in

dz and dQ which transform in the obvious way under changes of coordinates.

Superanalyticity of the transition functions only makes M into a complex .supermanifold.

To get a SRS one more condition is necessary. In each chart there is a derivative operator,

D = d 9 + 6dz, D2 = dz, (2.5)

which transforms by

D = (D B)D + (Dz - 8D 9)D2. (2.6)
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By analogy with the properties of c): on a Riemann surface, we ask that D transform homo-

geneously, so that the second term in l2.b) vanishes. This requires Dz - 9D 9, or

C, = H\f^ ft2 = / '

Transition functions with these properties are called superconformal and have the form,

z = f + 0\|W/' ,

9 = \|/ + e^TT^y7. (2.8)

A SRS is a complex manifold M with local coordinates z and 8 whose transition functions

are superconformal.

For physical applications it is necessary to place restrictions on the global topology of

M. We say that M has the DeWitt topology if each coordinate chart is the Cartesian product

of an open set in the z0 plane with the entire complex planes of the soul coordinates [21].

This effectively trivializes the topology in all but the z0 directions and evidently makes M a

fiber bundic of some kind. Unless otherwise stated, all SRS's will be assumed to have the

DeWitt topology.

In physics it is also necessary to work with an infinite-dimensional Grassmann algebra.

For example, Green's functions of more than L fermionic fields vanish identically in a finite-

dimensional algebra, because the product of more than L odd elements is zero. The cleanest

way to handle the L—>c~ limit is as a direct limit of categories, by showing that SRS's over

BL embed as a subcategory of SRS's over BL+X [22]. This issue will not be pursued here.

Associated to each (DeWitt) SRS M there is an ordinary Riemann surface M o called its

body. The charts for Mn are the projections on the z0 plane of the charts of M, and its transi-

tion functions are the bodies z0 = / ( )(z0) of the transition functions of M. A SRS determines

more than just a Riemann surface structure on its body, however. The derivatives f Q(ZQ) are

the transition functions for the holomorphic tangent bundle of M{), and a consistent choice of

signs for the square roots \//'n(z0) defines a square root of this bundle, a spin structure on Mo

'physically, a consistent transformation law for spinors on M(1). Such a choice of signs is

implicit in Eqs. (2.8), because -v/TV^o' ' s ^ e body of V/'(z). Therefore a SRS determines

one of the 22c spin structures on its body of genus #. Conversely, given a Riemann surface

Wo with spin structure, a SRS M can be constructed in a canonical way. The charts on M

are the Cartesian products of the charts of A/() with the entire complex planes in the soul coor-

dinates. Its transition functions have \\i{i) = 0 and / ( ; ) the Grassivumn analytic continuation
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of the transition functions of Mo, with the square roots in Eqs. (2.8) defined according to the

given spin structure. An important question which will be answered in the negative by the

Teichmuller theory to be developed here is whether every SRS is equivalent to one of these

canonical ones. In fact, the souls of the super moduli will measure the difference between a

given SRS and a canonical one.

Evidently a SRS is a fiber bundle over its body with a complex vector space as fiber. It

is not a vector bundle however, since Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) show that its transition functions are

generally polynomial rather than linear in the fiber coordinates.

3. Uniformization

Let M be a SRS with body Mo . By the general theory of covering spaces, the universal

covering space M of M can be given a SRS structure such that the covering group

G = 7tj(M) acts by superconformal transformations, and M = MIG. The body of M will be

the universal covering space Mo of Mo. Furthermore, since M is a bundle with contractible

fibers we have G = K\(MQ). The classification of SRS's now splits into two parts: classifying

all simply connected SRS's, and deteimining the groups G which can act on them.

By the uniformization theorem for Riemann surfaces, Mo must be the plane C, the

Riemann sphere C*, or the upper half plane U. Since each of these surfaces has a unique

spin structure, they determine via the canonical construction described in Section 2 three sim-

ply connected SRS's, to be denoted SC, SC*, and SU. I will now prove that any simply

connected SRS M is necessarily one of these three. If {Va} is a set of charts for MQ, then

the cylinders over the Va are charts on M. The structure of M is completely specified by the

functions fa^(z§) and waR(z^) which give the transition functions (2.8) relating za to z$ in

the overlap region above Vaf^V^. If the souls of these functions all vanish, then M is

canonical anu must be SC, SC*, or SU. If they do not vanish, it may be possible to make

them vanish by superconformal coordinate redefinitions, which do not change the SRS struc-

ture. The standard tool for investigating such questions is sheaf cohomology or deformation

theory [23].
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The analysis begins from the consistency condition satisfied by the transition functions

(2.8) on triple overlaps V a p^V^^V Y . Changing coordinates from z? to 2^ and then to za

must give the same result as changing from z? to za directly. If we expand / and \|/ in the

generators v,- of BL, there will be consistency conditions at each order of the expansion. At

first order, the coefficients xjr, of v; in the expansion of \|/ must satisfy

(no sum over the Greek indices). To see the significance of this equation, multiply both sides

by e°-, a local section over Va for the spin bundle whose square is the tangent bundle of A/o.

The transformation law of ea absorbs the square root in (3.1), yielding

. (3.2)

This says that e \ a ^ is a cocycle in the Cech cohomology of M o with coefficients in the

sheaf of sections of the spin bundle. This cohomology is known to be trivial for simply con-

nected Riemann surfaces [24], so there are functions r\" in each chart with

(3.3)

or

v.aP = > ^ a F 1 1 P _ T 1 a - ( 3 4 )

This implies that all the y^ can be set to zero by the superconformal coordinate

redefinitions,

9a = eNl+Tl^f 'v .v . + r\«(za)Vi. (3.5)

At second order in the v; we consider the functions ftf^. One finds that they define a Cech

cocycle with coefficients in the holomorphic vector fields on Mo and can also be set to zero

by coordinate changes. Continuing inductively, no new cohomology groups appear and we

find that M can be brought to canonical form by coordinate redefinitions as claimed. In par-

ticular, the coordinate redefinition at each order does not affect the lower-order terms which

were already set to zero.

I now turn to the determination of the groups G of superconformal automorphisms of the

simply connected SRS's. Begin with SC*. A superconformal automorphism (2.8) of SC* is

specified by two functions / (2 0 ) and \|/(z0). Certainly the body o f / must be a Mbbius
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transformation,

- r - (3>6)

At first it appears that there are no restrictions on \\f or the soul of / . This is because a

superanalytic map is always invertible if its body is: the inverse can be found as a terminating

expansion around the inverse of the body in powers of the soul [21]. However, the situation

is more subtle because of the presence of the pole in (3.6). An expansion in powers of the

soul can only be valid if the soul is finite where the body is, and if it is not much more singu-

lar than the body at poles. So the soul can only have a pole at z0 = - drfcQ. To study the

behavior of the map at the pole, we use the transition functions of SC* to replace (z ,9) by

(-l/z\9/z). This replacement must make both body and soul finite, which constrains/ and \\r

to have the form,

W) 1Ar. (3-7)

The most general superconformal automorphism of SC* is then,

2 _ az +b + Q Vz + 5

cz + d (CZ +d )2 '

U (3.8)

where we can normalize so that ad -be = 1 . The transformations (3.8) form a supergroup (a

Lie group which is also a supermanifold) with three even and two odd parameters. This

supergroup generalizes PSL(2,C) and will be denoted SPL(2,C). Its Lie superalgebra is

osp(\,2), the subalgebra of the super Virasoro or Neveu-Schwarz algebra whose generators

are conventionally denoted LQ, L± I , and G±\/2 [25].

The SRS's SC and SU do not contain the point at infinity, so their automorphisms may

not have poles at finite points but may be very singular as z—>°°. Their automorphism groups

are much larger than SPL(2,C). For example, if e is odd and n>\ then

z =2 + 0 E Z " , 8 = e + ezrt (3.9)

is a stiperconformal automorphism of SC which does not belong to SPL{2,C). However,

only SRS's of the form MIG with G a subgroup of SPL(2,C) are physically relevant. It is a

classical result that the three simply connected Riemann surfaces admit metrics invariant
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under all their automorphisms, so that any other Riemann surface inherits a metric from its

covering space. This result is false for SRS's. On SC, for example, there is a metric

ds = l«fe + 9d9l , (3.10)

which is invariant under a certain subgroup of SPL(2,C) to be determined in Section 4, but

not under other superconformal automorphisms. The analogous metric on SU,

ds = dm z + -QQTl\dz +QdQ\, (3.11)

is only invariant under the subgroup SPL (2Ji) of SPL (2,C) for which the even parameters

are real and y = iy, 8 = i5 (note: complex conjugation reverses the order of anticommuting

factors in a product, so that vxv2 = V2V\)- Since physics makes use of a geometry on a SRS,

only the "metrizable" SRS's admitting these metrics are relevant.

[Because supergravity is not a Riemannian geometry, the expressions (3.10) arid (3.11)

do not actually play the role of metrics in this geometry. Instead, they are the norms of one

of the components Ez of a frame field or local basis for 1-forms. The other component of the

frame field is £ 9 = dQ for SC and

£ e = dm z + -eer 1 / 2 de + - a e - exim z + ^-eer 3 ' 2 ^ + e^e) (3.12)

for SU. Invariance of the complete frame up to U{\) phase rotations is the same condition as

metrizability, and guarantees that a supergravity geometry exists on any quotient SRS because

t/(l) is the structure group of the frame bundle in two dimensions.!

At this point we know that any metrizable SRS M is the quotient of SC, SC*, or SU by

a subgroup G of SPL(2,C). In order for the quotient space to be a manifold, G must act

properly discontinuously: each point must have a neighborhood which does not intersect any

of its images under group elements other than the identity. However, this does not guarantee

that M will have the DeWitt topology. It is necessary that the neighborhoods be cylinders

over neighborhoods in the body. This in turn is true if the group GQ of M5bius transforma-

tions which are the bodies (3.6) of elements of G acts properly discontinuously. A simple

example of what goes wrong if this condition is not met is provided by supersymmetry. The

group generated by a supersymmetry transformation,

z = z + 95, 9 = 6 + 5, (3.13)

for fixed odd 8, acts properly discontinuously on SC, but Go consists of the identity alone.
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Taking the quotient of SC by this group will identify points having different souls but the

same body, curling up the fibers and violating the DeWitt topology.

4. TeichmtiHer Theory

The results of the last section show that any metrizable DeWitt SRS M is SC* or the

quotient of SC or SU by a subgroup G of SPL(2,C). The subgroup G is isomorphic to

Kj(M) and is unique up to a conjugation G-*q~xGq. Furthermore, the space of all physically

distinct supergravity geometries in two dimensions is the super moduli space of metrizable

SRS's. As in the theory of Riemann surfaces, it is convenient to introduce a related but topo-

logically simpler space called super Teichmuller space, denoted STg for genus g. This is the

space of metrizable SRS's M with a specific choice of generators for KX(M). In this section

the structure of this space will be determined. Super moduli space will be the quotient of STg

by a super modular group which acts by changing the choice of generators. Since

Ki(M) = KI(MQ), it is obvious that the super modular group is isomorphic to the ordinary

modular group for genus g. This would not be true without the DeWitt topology.

I will begin with a concrete example, the classification of super tori, SRS's of genus 1.

A super torus must be the quotient of SC by an Abelian group G having two generators of

the form (3.8). If the super torus is to be metrizable, then invariance of the metric (3.10)

requires c = 0, a2 = 1, and y = 0. If Go acts properly discontinuously then also bQ * 0. The

generators of G then take the form,

z=z+ab +95 , e = a (8 + 5), (4.1)

with a = ± 1 . I represent the two generators by the ordered triples A = (a,b,b) and

A' = (a' , b', 8'). Their commutator is

A'-{A~XA'A = [1, (aa + a + a' - 1)88', (1 - a')5 - (1 - a)5'J. (4.2)

Note that this commutator is a pure soul transformation. This means that if the requirement

that G be Abelian were relaxed, the quotient SRS would not have the DeWitt topology.

The four choices of signs for a and a' describe the four spin structures on a torus. For

a nontrivial spin structure, a and a' are not both 1; assume for definiteness that u = - 1 .

Then by a conjugation it is possible to bring the generators into a standard form with 5' = 0

and / / = 1, whereupon the vanishing of the commutator (4.2) forces 8 = 0 as well. Therefore
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the SRS's with nontrivial spin structures are characterized by a single even modulus parameter

b. Because a specific choice of generators for G was made, h is a global coordinate on ST,

rather than super moduli space. ST\ has four.disconnected sheets corresponding to the spin

structures, three of which are complex supermanifolds of one even and no odd dimensions.

For the trivial spin structure, a -a = 1 . Again a conjugation can set 8' to zero and b'

to unity, but the commutator (4.2) then vanishes identically. It would appear that the fourth

sheet of STy is a complex supermanifold with one even anr! onn -4d coordinate e/>;5;, but this

is not quite true. Conjugation by the special SPL(2,C) element

1:1 =z, 6 = - e , (4.3)

changes the sign of 5 without affecting b. Therefore both signs of 5 describe the same super

torus and must be identified. The trivial sheet of ST^ is a Z 2 super orbifold, since the points

with 5 = 0 are singular. The body of ST j consists of four copies of the ordinary Teichmuller

space of a torus, with coordinate bQ, and points of the body represent SRS's of the canonical

type.

The action of the (super) modular group on ST\ can be determined by choosing a new

pair of generators for the group G. The modular group is generated by the two transforma-

tions which replace the generators A and A' by AA' and A', or by A'~x and A . By conjugat-

ing the new generators into standard form, the effect of these transformations on b and 5 can

be read off. For example, the modular group fixes the trivial sheet of ST\, and its action on

this sheet is generated by

b-^b + 1 , 8-»8, (4.4)

and

b->-Ub, 8->5/?-3/2. (4.5)

Because 5 is identified with - 5 , (4.5) makes sense despite the sign ambiguity in the square

root of b.

The results for higher genus are similar. A SRS of genus #>1 is the quotient of SU by

a subgroup G of SPL(2,R) having 2g generators q{,q2, • • • //?^- The choice of overall sign

for the even parameters a, b, c, d of each generator determines a spin structure. By a conju-

gation in SPL (2,R) two odd parameters can be set to zero and three even parameters can be

fixed. Then the relation
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2]Q2 = l

satisfied by the generators of the fundamental group of any surface imposes three even and

two odd conditions [26]. Conjugation by / shows that the same SRS is described by chang-

ing the signs of all the odd parameters together. STg therefore has 22s disconnected pieces

corresponding to the spin structures, each of which is a Z2 super orbifold with 6g-6 even and

4g-4 odd dimensions. The only constraint on the group parameter; is that Go act properly

discontinuous^ on U, which affecis only the bodies of the parameters. Since the soul coordi-

nates are unrestricted, STg has the DeWitt topology. Its body consists of 22s copies of the

ordinary Teichmliller space Tg. Because the parameters of SPL (2,R) satisfy reality condi-

tions, this analysis only produces real coordinates on STg. Its complex structure can be exhi-

bited using more advanced techniques to be described in Section 5.

In principle the structure of super moduli space is known given that of STg and of the

modular group. Because any two even (odd) spin structures can be related by a modular

transformation [27,28], super moduli space has two connected components rather than 2lg.

Its body is the "spin-moduli space", a 22g -sheeted cover of the Riemann moduli space for

genus g. A more explicit description requires more knowledge about the action of the modu-

lar group on spin structures and on the odd coordinates of STg. This is an important open

problem.

5. Further Results and Open Problems

To go beyond the results established so far, some heavy machinery is needed: the super-

generalization of the Beltrami equation and the theory of quasiconformal mappings. With this

machinery a Bers embedding theorem can be proven, establishing the existence of a complex

structure on STg for g>\. I will briefly sketch the results; the proofs are generalizations of

the classical ones [2,3] and can be found in [11].

Let (z,8) and (w,<j)) be two sets of coordinates on SC (or SU), related by a G°° but not

necessarily superconformal or superanalytic transformation w -w(z,T,Q,Q), § = <S?(z,z",6,8).

Then the invariant metric \dw + §d§\ appears in the other coordinates as

k(z ,r,e,9) I dz + \i{z XtifiW + v(z ,r,9,8)d 6 + a(z ,F,9,9)d91, (5.1)

and by using
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d = dz d2 + dz a_ + dQ dQ + dQ %, (5.2)

we obtain the super Beltrami equations,

= V(H'2 + 0 ^ ) ,

g 5 = c(wz + ^ ) , (5.3)

where subscripts indicate differentiation.

The first question is whether Eqs. (5.3) have a unique solution for the map (w,(|)) when

the Beltrami coefficients (\x, v, a) are prescribed. Because there are three equations for two

unknowns, the Beltrami coefficients must satisfy a certain integrability condition (which I do

not know explicitly) if solutions are to exist. If this condition is satisfied, then there are

exactly two solutions satisfying Eqs. (5.3) and appropriate boundary conditions. If (w,§) is

one solution, the other is (vv,- <J)). Furthermore, the solutions of the trivial super Beltrami

equations with [I = a = 0, v = 9 are precisely the superconformal maps.

Now fix a sheet of STg, g >1 corresponding to a particular spin structure, and a base

point in this sheet representing a SRS M = SU IG. Let M be canonical, so that G = GQ. For

any other M' = SUIG' in this sheet, a fundamental theorem due to Batchelor [29] says that

M and M' are equivalent as G°° superrnanifolds, if not as SRS's. Then there is a G "

diffeomorphism / : M-^M' which lifts to SU as a "quasisuperconformal" map (z ,0)—>(w ,$).

If the metric of M' lifts to the standard form (Im w H §§y{ Idw + §d§\, then the metric

of M lifts to a G -invariant Beltrami differential (5.1) on SU, and the super Beltrami equa-

tions are satisfied on SU. Now extend the Beltrami coefficients into the region

SL = SC - SU above the lower half plane trivially. A solution to the super Beltrami equa-

tions on all of SC will be superconformal in SL, so it makes sense to compute its super

Schwarzian derivative, defined for any superconformal map as ,

.. ; ! (5.4)

The super Schwarziai; derivative is valued in the odd elements of BL, vanishes iff the map

belongs to SPL(2,C), and has the following behavior under composition of maps:

5 (z , 9 ; w ,<j>) = 5 (z ,0 ; vv ,<)>) + (D <|>)3S (w ,<(>; w ,<{>). ( 5 . 5 )
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These properties and the G -invariance of the Beltrami differential imply that

5 (z ,9; w ,<)>)(rfz + 0d 6)3/2 (5.6)

is a G-invariant differential on SL. If we write S = S1 + 9S°, then S°(z0) is an even Go-

invariant quadratic differential, and Sl(z0) an odd G0-invariant 3/2-differential on the lower

half plane. One proves that the association of Me with (5°, ± 51) is in fact an embedding of

the chosen sheet of STg in the space of pairs of even quadratic differentials and odd 3/2-

differentials modulo sign. This space is a complex super orbifold of dimension

(3g-3, 2g-2), and the embedding defines such a structure on STg as well. The sign ambi-

guity in S1 comes from the sign ambiguity in solutions of the super Beltrami equations.

The super Beltrami equations have other applications as well. They can be used to

represent SRS's by Schottky, rather than Fuchsian, supergroups. Infinitesimal deformations of

SRS's are described by the linearized super Beltrami equations, which can be used to study

the tangent space to STg [30]. No doubt other aspects of the geometry of moduli space can

be generalized to super moduli space with their help.

Many problems about SRS's remain open. The following list includes mathematically

interesting questions as well as physically important ones bearing on the finiteness of the fer-

mionic string functional integral expressed as an integral over super moduli space. This is

controlled by the behavior of the integrand near the boundary of super moduli space, and by

possible cancellations between the contributions of different sheets representing different spin

structures.

(1) Classify SRS's without the simplifying assumptions of metrizability and DeWitt

topology. This probably has no relevance to physics except that the embedding of super

moduli space in the larger space of all SRS's may aid in characterizing its boundary.

(2) Describe as explicitly as possible the action of the super modular group on the spin

structures and on the odd coordinates of STg. What constraints on the string integrand

(viewed as a form on super Teichmllller space) follow from invariance under the super modu-

lar group?

(3) Ordinary moduli space can be compactified by adding points at infinity representing

Riemann surfaces with nodes. Wolpert has shown that Chern classes of line bundles over

moduli space can be expressed in terms of cohomology classes associated to the

compactification divisor [31]. How do spin structures degenerate at nodes? Does the spin-
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moduli space (the body of super moduli space) have a similar compactification, and do the

results about Chern classes generalize [32]?

(4) What is the Riemann-Roch theorem for SRS's? How many holomorphic forms of

given degree are there on a SRS of genus gl Note that on the super torus dz + BdQ is an

odd holomorphic form which is not closed, because {d 8)2 * 0. If the spin structure is trivial

then there is also the even form dQ. Can SRS's be characterized by the entries of a period

matrix? What are super Jacobian varieties arc; theta functions (the name will have to be

changed!)?

(5) Is every SRS an algebraic variety in a super t-rojoctive space? What is the algebraic

condition that a set of polynomials represent a SRS rather than merely a complex supermani-

fold?
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